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DISCOVER
”a revelation this year on a trip to Gothenburg 

was Swedish cuisine. Gothenburg itself was lovely, 
with its mix of parks, canals and museums, but it 
was its food that was really outstanding.”

Simon HorSford, Sunday Telegraph



ConferenCe TopiCs
the topics for eaCl include but are not limited to the following areas:

• computational and cognitive models of language acquisition 
   and language processing
• information retrieval and question answering
• generation and summarization
• language resources and evaluation
• machine learning methods and algorithms for natural 
   language processing
• machine translation and multilingual systems
• phonetics, phonology, morphology, word segmentation, 
   tagging and chunking
• pragmatics, discourse, and dialogue
• semantics, textual entailment
• social media, sentiment analysis and opinion mining
• spoken language processing and language modeling
• syntax, parsing, grammar formalisms, and grammar induction
• text mining and natural language processing applications

Long paper deadLines
18 october 2013: submission of long papers
20 December 2013: notification of acceptance
14 February 2014: submission of final paper

shorT paper deadLines
6 January 2014: submission of short papers
24 February 2014: notification of acceptance
3 March 2014: submission of final paper

eaCL ConferenCe daTes
26–27 april 2014: eaCl workshops and tutorials
28–30 april 2014: eaCl main conference

www.eacl2014.org
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EACL 2014, GotHEnburG
The ConferenCe
the 14th Conference of the european Chapter of the association 
for Computational linguistics is the primary european conference 
for all aspects of automated natural language processing. apart 
from the main conference with papers, presentations, posters and 
demos, there will be co-located workshops and tutorials. previous 
successful editions took place in avignon, athens, trento and buda-
pest, just to mention the last years.

the conference is hosted by the university of Gothenburg, and will 
be held at the Chalmers Conference Centre, centrally located in 
Gothenburg within a short distance by public transport to hotels, 
restaurants and shopping.

eaCL
eaCl is the european Chapter of the association for Computational 
Linguistics (ACL), which is the international scientific and profes-
sional society for people working on problems involving natural 
language and computation. Membership includes the ACL quarterly 
journal, Computational linguistics, reduced registration at most 
aCl-sponsored conferences, discounts on aCl-sponsored publica-
tions, and participation in aCl Special interest Groups. 

CLT
The Centre for Language Technology in Gothenburg is an organiza-
tion for collaboration between researchers in language technology 
and computational linguistics at the Faculty of arts and the it 
Faculty at the university of Gothenburg and Chalmers university 
of technology.

the research that we conduct at Clt falls into three overlap-
ping and interacting areas, each of which is distributed across 
the departments where language technology research is pursued. 
these are: text technology and linguistic data resources, grammar 
technology and linguistic theory, and dialogue technology and 
spoken interaction.

eaCL 2014 Chairs
General chair
Shuly wintner, university of haifa, israel 
Program chairs
Sharon Goldwater, university of edinburgh, uK 
Stefan Riezler, Heidelberg University, Germany 
Local organizing committee
lars borin (chair), university of Gothenburg, Sweden 
aarne ranta (chair), university of Gothenburg, Sweden 
Yvonne adesam, university of Gothenburg, Sweden 
Martin Kaså, university of Gothenburg, Sweden 
Publication chairs
Gosse bouma, university of Groningen, the netherlands 
Yannick parmentier, university of orléans, France 
Workshop chairs
Anja Belz, University of Brighton, UK 
reut tsarfaty, uppsala university, Sweden 
Tutorial chairs
afra alishahi, tilburg university, the netherlands 
Marco baroni, university of trento, italy 
Demo chair
Marko Tadić, University of Zagreb, Croatia 
Student Research Workshop Chairs
Konstantina Garoufi, University of Potsdam, Germany 
Coşkun Mermer, Boğaziçi University, Turkey 
Ivan Vulić, KU Leuven, Belgium 
Student Research Workshop Faculty advisor
Sebastian padó, heidelberg university, Germany 
Sponsorship chairs
Jochen Leidner, Thomson-Reuters/Linguit Ltd., Switzerland 
alessandro Moschitti, university of trento, italy 
Sofie Johansson Kokkinakis, University of Gothenburg, Sweden 
Staffan larsson, university of Gothenburg, Sweden 
Publicity chair
peter ljunglöf, university of Gothenburg, Sweden 
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